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CDI – a community of practice
The Community for Data Integration
is a forum for stewarding the
knowledge needed for working with
Earth science data.
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1600

members

150+

monthly call participants

14

active collaboration areas
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Q&A issues and solutions
in MSTeams

CDI Major Activities

Monthly
Meetings

Collaboration
Areas

Request for
Proposals

Workshops and
Trainings

Encouraging
discussion on
current topics

Member-led
interaction on specific
topics

Past themes of
Risk,
Biosurveillance,
and Integrated
Predictive Science

In-person and
virtual events
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CDI – Sponsors and facilitators
Sponsors
Kevin T. Gallagher
Associate Director, Core Science Systems Mission Area, USGS
Tim Quinn
Chief, Office of Enterprise Information, USGS
Cheryl Morris
Director, Science Analytics and Synthesis Program, USGS

Facilitators

USGS Executive Sponsors:
Kevin T. Gallagher (left) and Tim Quinn (right)

Leslie Hsu
Roles: Overall coordination of CDI activities, monthly meetings,
Request for Proposals
Amanda Liford
Roles: Community support, membership management, CDI
webpage
Grace Donovan
Roles: Community support, metrics and evaluation
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Poll
What USGS mission area are
you most closely aligned with?
Sli.do, Event code #93202
or
Use the link in the chat
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Request for
proposals
description
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CDI Request for Proposals
The purpose of the CDI RFP is to build USGS capabilities
in data integration and management.
CDI projects.... are short-term | leverage existing resources | demonstrate
scalable solutions | improve access to data and tools | develop best practices |
share lessons | involve interdisciplinary teams | can be modified for reuse |
communicate their value to the wider USGS.

The CDI RFP increases communication across boundaries
and creates opportunities to work with people outside of
your normal program.
The proposals process involves .... collaboration between mission areas |
commenting and voting from your peers | new collaborations | communicating
without disciplinary jargon | community-building.
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Read the RFP Guidance Document
Access at 2021
Proposals Page
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/display/
cdi/2021+Proposals
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New in FY21
Theme for the FY21 Request for Proposals:

Microsoft Word Submission Template:

This year, the CDI executive sponsors are encouraging
proposals that address increased capacity for Integrated
Predictive Science related to fire science and coastal
resilience. See more detail in the section FY21 Topical
Emphasis.

Submissions must use the .docx template available under
the Downloads section of the 2021 Proposals Wiki page.

Co-PIs and Collaborators identified on the cover
page are limited to four.

Collaboration Forum: A channel is set up on the CDI

Full proposal budgets must be reviewed and

Microsoft Teams space to discuss proposal ideas and look
for collaborations and advice before submission.

approved by an appropriate Center staff member.

Travel guidance: We require the budget to include
travel funds to attend the 2021 CDI Workshop, but full
proposals must include a backup plan for all travel funds if
travel is restricted in 2021 due to COVID-19.
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FY2021 Request for Proposals themes
In FY21, the CDI executive sponsors are encouraging proposals that
address increased capacity for Integrated Predictive Science related to
fire science and coastal resilience.

Wildfire. Credit: Kari Greer, USDA (public domain)

USGS Coastal Change Hazards Portal screenshot (public domain)
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2 Phase RFP
Phase 1:
Statement of Interest
•
•
•
•
•

Phase 2:
Invited Full Proposal

1 page document, due October 16, 2020
Relate to Science Support Framework,
Guiding Principles, and Evaluation Criteria
Lightning presentations to introduce ideas
to the community (October 22, 2020)
Commenting and voting by CDI
Community Members
Top ranked SOIs invited to submit full
proposal

•

•
•
•
•
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Proposal narrative – 4-7 pages, not
including plain language summary, detailed
budget, data management planning form,
letters of support, CVs
New this year: budget must be signed off
by Center staff member (no round-number
estimates)
Relate to Science Support Framework,
Guiding Principles, and Evaluation Criteria
Evaluated by formal Review Panel
Recommendations presented to CDI
Executive Sponsors for selection and
award

RFP details
Details

Funding

Eligibility: USGS employee must be PI, but
collaboration is encouraged

Max request = $50K
CDI funds can be used for salary, travel, other
expenses, *Required to include $2,000 for travel
to a CDI event but have backup plan in full
proposal

Projects complete in 3-6 months
Mid Project and End of Project Reporting

CDI funds CANNOT be used for field work or
Core Science System Mission Area federal
employee’s salary

All results should be publicly available and
follow USGS Fundamental Science Practices

Proposal must have 30% matching funds from
salary, travel, other grants, etc.
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Unique aspects
Community commenting and
voting

Lightning presentations
October 22, 2020, 2-3:30 pm ET

The community comment period harnesses the
expertise of the CDI community to make
suggestions and improve on project ideas.

1 minute to present your idea to the CDI
community

It is okay to talk about the value of your idea to
try to gain support.

Simple slide template (you submit one image)
You may send a recording (.mp3 audio file)

Q&A is encouraged to evolve your idea to align
better with community needs.

Time is reserved for Q&A
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• Science Support Framework

How to
frame your idea

(SSF)

– Applicants select top 3 SSF
elements.

• Guiding Principles
• Evaluation Criteria
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Guiding Principles
• Focus on targeted efforts that yield • Preserve, expose, and improve
near-term benefits to Earth and
access to Earth and biological
biological science
science data, models, and other
outputs
• Leverage existing capabilities and
data
• Develop, organize, and share
knowledge and best practices in
data integration
• Implement and demonstrate
innovative solutions (e.g.
methodologies, tools, or integration
concepts) that could be used or
replicated by others at scales from
project to enterprise
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CDI Science Support Framework
The foundation for sharing science

Evaluation Criteria
Scope
(25%)

Technical
Approach (25%)

Project Experience
and Collaboration
(25%)

• Is there a demonstrated need for the effort/activity?
• How much does the proposal contribute to the guiding principles and element(s) of the CDI Science
Support Framework?
• Is there potential impact beyond a single Program, Center, Mission Area, or Region?
• What is the anticipated return on investment (e.g. cost savings, code utilization, publications,
operational efficiencies, etc.)?
• Is the technical approach applied to the problem reasonable?
• Is the approach innovative?
• Does it employ a proven, reliable technique that is appropriate to the problem?

• Does the project team have the appropriate experience, special qualifications, and skills for
successful completion of the project.?
• Have inter-disciplinary or cross-mission area/region collaboration and partnerships been pursued
where appropriate?

Evaluation Criteria (2)
Sustainability,
Outreach, and
Communication
(15%)
Budget Justification
(5%)

Timeline
(5%)

• Does the proposal describe the intended sustainability of the project deliverables (products,
tools, services, metadata) for long-term access, reusability, and potential for integration?
• Will all products resulting from the project be freely shared and made available, without charge
or restriction, to the CDI, the broader USGS community, and beyond as appropriate?
• Is the budget at or below $50,000 and does it meet the minimum 30% in-kind match?
• Are salaries and contractor costs, travel, and equipment/ publication costs justified and
appropriate to project needs?
• If the proposal lists contractor support, does the proposal describe how the contract work will be
managed and documented?

• Are the project phases and milestones described in the technical approach?
• Is the proposed workload feasible given the project duration?

Resources and Technologies
Wiki page

Microsoft Word Submission Template:

Hub for all information

Submissions must use the .docx template available under
the Downloads section of the 2021 Proposals Wiki page.

Guidance Doc

Commenting and Voting

Information for creating a valid statement of interest

leverages the CDI wiki and SimplyVoting. CDI members are
able to log in to the wiki and comment. CDI members will
be sent ballots via email.

Collaboration Forum: A channel is set up on the CDI
Microsoft Teams space to discuss proposal ideas and look
for collaborations and advice before submission.

More about CDI projects
Hsu L, Hutchison VB, Langseth ML (2019) Measuring
sustainability of seed-funded earth science informatics
projects. PLoS ONE 14(10): e0222807.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222807
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EarthMAP: relation to CDI RFP
EarthMAP characteristics are aligned
with the CDI RFP goals
Atthecore EarthMAP site

•
•

CDI members are encouraged to participate in upcoming Regional
science workshops where use cases for EarthMAP will be explored
and developed to contribute and help to identify areas where CDI
proposals might address important science and technology challenges
that will lay groundwork for use cases to be further explored.
CDI members are encouraged to contribute to the forthcoming
EarthMAP Capacity Assessment survey, including volunteering
as beta testers (contact Jeni Keisman), and to identify areas where
CDI proposals might address important capacity gaps or advance the
ability for USGS scientists to leverage existing identified capabilities.
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Examples of
successful
projects
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Examples of successful past projects
Delivery of an immediate benefit to
solve an existing data integration
challenge
Integrating Disparate Spatial Datasets
from Local to National Scale: Compiling
U.S. Landslide Inventories
Development of and training on
innovative practices, methods, and
strategies to better exploit collected
data
Workshop - Mapping Land-Use, Hazard
Vulnerability and Habitat Suitability Using
Deep Neural Networks
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Examples of successful past projects
Development of vehicles to
communicate or share knowledge
Building a Roadmap for Making Data
FAIR in the U.S. Geological Survey

Open File Reports:
Community for Data Integration 2017 project
reports
Community for data integration 2018 project
reports
Usgs.gov/cdi
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Proposal concepts not CDI focused
•

Supporting the collection of new data or field
research

•

Monitoring, assessment, or dataset creation
projects. Although CDI may fund the creation of
some broadly-usable (“foundational”) data
content, this is normally considered out of scope

•

Projects that would normally be funded by
individual Program Areas or other proposal
processes such as the John Wesley Powell
Center for Analysis and Synthesis, Risk RFP
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Submission
and voting
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Statement of Interest submission
Submission of completed .docx template,
by email to gs_cdi@usgs.gov, cc: lhsu@usgs.gov
(No Google form submission this year)
Prepare the information listed in Appendix A of the
Guidance Document
Submission deadline: October 16, 5pm ET.
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Tips and Observations
Communicate potential for
partnerships and reusability
Use the MS Team channel for
discussion

Scope and criteria - explicitly point
out if you align with the theme. Follow
the evaluation criteria carefully.
Budget – double check that you have
followed all guidelines, know your
Center’s overhead rate

Speak to a broad USGS audience
you are trying to gain support for your
idea and must communicate its value
to the voters

Practice and time your 1-minute
lightning talk - sometimes less is
more. How will your project benefit
USGS?

Visit the FAQ page
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SOI commenting and voting process
•

Commenting will open the Tuesday after statements are due

•
•

Lightning Presentations - Wednesday, October 22, 2-3:30 pm ET

•

Voting closes – November 13, 11:59pm ET

•

Full proposals selected from all SOIs submitted. Based on:
– # of votes
– Topical focus, USGS emerging priorities

Community voting through our CDI wiki
– Must be a CDI Member by October 27 (Members of CDI mailing list receive ballot)
– Consider all SOIs before voting
– Community can comment on SOIs – important for PIs to respond
– Rank top proposals
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Key dates
Date
October 16, 2020

Statements of Interest (SOI) Due

October 20, 2020

Comment Period Begins

October 22, 2020

SOI Lightning Presentation Session, 2-3:30 pm ET

October 28, 2020

SOI Voting Opens

November 13, 2020

SOI Voting Period Closes

Early December, 2020

Invite Full Proposal Submissions

January 28, 2021

Full Proposals Due

March 2021

Awarded Projects Announced

September 30, 2021

Awarded Funds must be spent
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Thank you
Questions: cdi@usgs.gov to reach CDI
facilitators
Leslie Hsu
Amanda Liford
Grace Donovan
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